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This full-color handbook clearly and succinctly explains the how and why behind disease processes

and treatments and the most appropriate nursing care throughout the course of each disease.

Information is presented in bulleted format, with over 100 full-color illustrations that show disease

development and progression and numerous lists, tables, and flowcharts that highlight key facts.

Recurring graphic icons include Focus In (illustrations showing detailed mechanisms behind

disease development), Disease Block (flowcharts showing points where treatments halt disease

progression), Life-Threatening Disorder, and Alert (possible complications, significant changes in

clinical appearance, variations in incidence and pathophysiology, and age-related considerations).
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I bought this book as used, paid $22 including 2-days shipping. It came this morning, on-time! First

time I saw this book was from our local library, I read a couple of pages and I'm telling you it's worth

it! Every nurse or medical practitioner should own one of this especially students. I know cause I'm a

nurse, and for someone like me who haven't practice nursing for quite sometime, this book really

help me refresh my knowledge on various disease. Not only that, it added more information, too. It's

not only your basic Pathophysiology, it also walks you through how medications and surgical

procedure can stop the progress of the disease.When my husband saw this, he ask me how much I

bought it for and when he found out, he said its really affordable and still looks brand new! The



pages aren't torn and they're really smooth. I'm VERY SATISFIED of this product.(wife of the

account owner)

This was awesome to have during nursing school, it has the major diseases at a glance - not the

specific ones. But it was like 2 bucks used so definitely worth the purchase

good book

Great pathophys book, very helpful, I wish I had it when I took Anatomy and Physiology. Great

resource during my med surg rotation in nursing school.

Great resource. Makes careplans a little more manageable.

This is a great pathophysiology review book. Especially wonderful is that the signs and symptoms

are not simply listed, but a reason is given as to why that sign or symptom may be happening. Short

and to the point and filled with useful information! Love It!
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